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Message Authentication in Distributed Security Architecture 
Masato Okuda  

 

Introduction 
  The baseline Document [1] specifies distributed security model in the subclause 7.1. However, the baseline 
does not clearly specify how this security model works in network entry procedure, especially message 
authentication. 

  This contribution clarifies message authentication for distributed security model. 
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  The Figure-1 shows an explanatory example of a message exchange sequence in distributed security model. 

  In the figure-1, MAC management messages are exchanged with MS basic or primary CID after RNG-RSP in 
the same way as centralized security model. However, scope of message authentication (CMAC/HMAC), which 
is attached to MAC management messages, is different between centralized and distributed security model 
because MS security context is shared between MS and the access RS in distributed security while it is shared 
between MS and the MR-BS in centralized one. After completing MS authentication and establishing security 
association between MS and the access RS (see detail in 7.1), MAC management messages on the access link 
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shall contain CMAC/HAMC calculated by a key shared between MS and its access RS, while MAC 
management messages on relay link shall contain CMAC/HAMC calculated by a key shared between RS and 
the MR-BS. The access RS shall recalculate CMAC/HAMC accordingly when it relays MAC management 
messages. 

 

Benefits of this scheme are; 

- Same connection architecture with centralized security model. 

- The access RS can verify SLP-RSP and SCN-RSP which are sent from MR-BS to MS, and get MS sleep 
and scan information without additional signaling messages, such as MR_SLP-INFO and MS_SCN-INF 
messages. 

 

Specific Text Changes  
 

Insert the new subclause at the end of the 6.3.9.16.2.2 (Non-transparent RS with Distributed Scheduling): 
6.3.9.16.2.2.1 Message authentication in distributed security model 

  In the distributed security model where MS security context is shared between the MS itself and its access 
RS, messages authentication is different from the centralized security model where MS security context is 
shared between the MS itself and the MR-BS.   

  Once management CIDs are assigned by the MR-BS during ranging process, MAC management messages 
are exchanged with MS's MAC management CIDs between MS and MR-BS via RSs as described in the 
previous subclause. However, scope of message authentication (CMAC/HMAC), which is attached to MAC 
management messages, is different between centralized and distributed security model because MS security 
context is shared between MS and the access RS in distributed security while it is shared between MS and the 
MR-BS in centralized one. After completing MS authentication and establishing security association between 
MS and the access RS (see detail in 7.1), MAC management messages on the access link shall contain 
CMAC/HAMC calculated by a key shared between MS and its access RS, while MAC management messages 
on relay link shall contain CMAC/HAMC calculated by a key shared between RS and the MR-BS. The access 
RS shall recalculate CMAC/HAMC accordingly when it relays MAC management messages. 
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